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ABSTR ACT
Current developments in design-to-production workflows aim to allow architects to quickly prototype designs that result from advanced design processes while also embedding the constraints
imposed by selected fabrication equipment. However, the enduring physical separation between
design space and fabrication space, together with a continuous approach to both design, via NURBs
modeling software, and fabrication, through irreversible material processing methods, limit the
possibilities to extend the advantages of a “digital” approach (Ward 2010), such as full editability
and reversibility, to physical realizations.
In response to such issues, this paper proposes a processto allow the concurrent design and
fabrication of discrete structures in a collaborative process between human designer and a 6-axis
robotic arm. This requires the development of design and materialization procedures for discrete
aggregations, including the modeling of assembly constraints, as well as the establishment of a
communication platform between human and machine actors. This intends to offer methods to
increase the accessibility of discrete design methodologies, as well as to hint at possibilities for
overcoming the division between design and manufacturing (Carpo 2011; Bard et al. 2014), thus
allowing intuitive design decisions to be integrated directly within assembly processes (Johns 2014).
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INTRODUCTION
Current developments in design-to-production workflows aim to
allow the quick prototyping of designs that result from advanced
digital processes while also embedding the constraints imposed
by existing fabrication equipment. Within such research, a significant amount of energy is directed towards devising techniques
for the translation of continuous NURBs-based digital models
into discrete elements (Pottmann, Brell-Cokcan and Wallner
2007) necessary for full-scale fabrication and assembly. These
discretization processes, while aiming to reduce variation in the
type of elements used, still rely on subdivision processes that
generate assemblies where each part is unique and has a unique
place in the overall configuration.
Such approaches limiting the possibilities to extend the advantages of a fully “digital” approach (Gershenfeld 2012), such as
full editability and reversibility, to physical realizations. Moreover,
the integration of fabrication constraints on the overall process,
rather than at the level of the individual unit, might lead fabrication to become a limiting factor for creative developments, rather
than a possibility to concurrently explore design and materialization as a single process where human intuition and machinic
protocols can be integrated into novel creative procedures (Johns
2014).

BACKGROUND
In order to begin defining novel architectural production strategies that are able to integrate concurrent design and fabrication
strategies with the added capabilities to reverse and editthe
resulting structures, it is necessary to create a bridge between a
series of related research fields, with a particular focus on digital
materials, constraints modeling and collaborative assembly.
Discrete Design and Digital Materials

Conceiving of material as digital is a novel concept that describes
materials as compositions of repetitive units with reversible
connections (Ward 2010; Gershenfeld 2012). Paralleling the
difference between digital and analog communication (Shannon
1937), digital material is described as a discrete set of elements
with a finite number of reversible links (Popescu, Kunzler, and
Gershenfeld 2006). By reducing complexity and limiting the
range of possible connection combinations, this approach offers
a low-cost and reversible alternative to current digital fabrication
processes, which, despite the digitalization of control systems,
still rely on analog material processing techniques (Gershenfeld
2012). Digital materials aim to bridge the gap between the
physical and the digital realm, with the goal of providing full
reversibility and digital programmability to fabrication processes
at all scales.

As part of the search for post-parametric design methodologies,
architectural research has turned its attention towards discrete
assemblages of modular components, exploring concepts of
combinatorial design (Sanchez 2016), discrete assembly (Retsin
2016), and reversible interlocking (Tessmann 2012). Concurrently,
different approaches towards design with discrete assemblages
have been proposed in recent years. Tibbits (2011) developed
a framework for the representation of assemblies of intelligent
blocks that are able to reconfigure in response to environmental
feedbacks. Jonas et al. (2014) proposed strategies to create
discrete assemblies from both the discretization of existing
geometries, as well as from a generative aggregation process.
In order to allow the exploration of such methodologies by
designers with no prior programming knowledge, Rossi and
Tessmann (2017a) proposed a Grasshopper-based framework for
the rule-based generation of designs based on the assembly of
repetitive units with discrete connections.
Constraints Modeling in Generative Design Processes

Within computational design research, the application of
constraints is often seen as a possibility to generate novel
approaches and solutions to problems by driving the expansion
of search spaces to be explored algorithmically (Kilian 2006).
However, within most current parametric design processes,
the complexity of simultaneously modeling various types of
constraints, such as geometric characteristics, functional requirements, and fabrication limitations, often leads to the definition
of design systems that, despite being parametrically editable, are
rigid and resistant to change, since their search space is highly
restricted at the beginning of the design process (Tamke, Stasiuk,
and Ramsgard Thomsen 2013).
In response to this, approaches have been proposed to embed
constraints iteratively within generative processes for complex
formations, hence using them as drivers for the generation of
novel designs, determined as the accumulation of algorithmic
design decisions under the pressure of constraints. Tamke,
Stasiuk and Ramsgard Thomsen (2013) proposed a method for
the integration of growth and fabrication constraints within a
generative process, using these not as limitations, but as enablers
for rule-based systems to unfold their complexity while maintaining feasibility of fabrication. Rieffel (2006) proposed the
definition of “evolutionary fabrication” as a process to co-evolve,
within an evolutionary design process, both the form of an
object and its assembly process. This aims to overcome the
bottleneck generated by advanced generative design algorithms
that produce highly complex forms but then require costly and
intricate fabrication processes to be manufactured.
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Module structure and exemplary
rule application.
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Results of a two-day workshop on
discrete design with the proposed
framework (Students: J. Sgroi, F.
Danneker, M. Gilles, R. Qin).
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industrial arms to weave tensegrity structures, integrating human
input in order to calibrate the imprecision of linear elements,
consisting of raw bamboo sticks. Braumann, Stumm and BrellCokcan (2016) integrated collaborative procedures with a KUKA
LBR iiwa robot to solve calibration issues in robotic assembly.
However, these processes tend to use robotic arms as passive
design actors that execute pre-programmed tasks, which require
human input only to deal with irregular geometries or tolerance
issues. What this fails to address is the possibility of using robotic
tools to augment fabrication processes (Bard et al. 2014), where
such tools can become the platform for the integration of design
and manufacturing in a single concurrent process (Johns 2014).

METHODS

4

In order to expand the possibilities offered by research on digital
materials and discrete design, while also attempt to overcome
the enduring division between design and manufacturing (Bard
et al. 2014), the authors developed a workflow that allows the
concurrent design and fabrication of discrete structures through
a rule-based collaboration between human designers and a
6-axis robotic arm. This novel development consists of:

Collaborative Assembly

Collaborative human-machine assembly processes have been
introduced in different manufacturing fields in recent years. Their
goalis to increase process efficiency and quality by combining the
strengths of industrial machinery, such as high precision, speed,
and carrying capacity, and human operators, who are more
suited to deal with uncertain tasks (Wang et al. 2009). Within the
architectural domain, where design and construction uncertainty,
as well as the need for continuous adaptation and calibration,
is the norm, few projects have attempted to leverage an such
approach by combining robotic precision and programmability
with human input for adaptation to complex non-decidable tasks.

•
•

•
•

A simplified software tool to increase the accessibility of
discrete design methodologies.
A methodology, integrated in the proposed design tool, to
model and iteratively test fabrication constraints during the
digital aggregation process.
Design-to-fabrication procedures for discrete aggregations
using a 6-axis robotic arm.
A custom communication platform for design adaptation and
editing between human and machine actors.

Discrete Design Tool

Vasey et al. (2016) developed collaborative processes to allow

In order to generate discrete structures from the aggregation of
repetitive units, the project relies on a custom set of Grasshopper
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Module with features: connections (left), tool collider (center), support conditions (right).

components developed in Python (Rossi and Tessmann 2017).
By combining geometric representation and abstract graph
information for individual modules, as well as providing different
procedures for modular aggregation, the framework allows for
the exploration of discrete design decisions within Grasshopper’s
visual programming environment, without the need for advanced
programming knowledge. The algorithmic procedures for discrete
design take advantage of Grasshopper’s powerful data management and geometry processing capabilities, and add iterative
procedures for the generation of assemblages of repetitive units
under predefined assembly rules. The representation of modules
within the program (Figure 3) relies on concepts of graph
grammar used in the field of self-assembly robotics (Klavins et al.
2004).
The core of the framework relies on a set of aggregation
procedures that allow for the generation of specific structures
from the combination of different modules (Figure 4). In the
development of such procedures, attention has been paid to the
combination of the fundamental bottom-up nature of assembly
processes, which rely on the addition of components in an
iterative process, with top-down modeling strategies, which allow
users to better control aggregation processes towards specific
design goals. Currently available procedures include stochastic
aggregation, explicit rule sequences, geometry-driven aggregation, and field-driven aggregation.
For the specific use of this paper, and to allow communication
between human designer and robotic assembler, such a framework has been expanded with the following features:
•

Iteratively editable aggregation: offering the possibility to
not only generate aggregated structures in a single run by
creating all the elements, but also to grow them in smaller
steps by offering the possibility to edit the parameters
(components available, aggregation rules, probabilities, driving
geometries, or fields) between the steps.

•

•

Growth probability editor: Allowing the user to interactively
edit the probability of growth for different areas of the
aggregation, a feature necessary to establish communication
procedures between assembling machine and user. The value,
associated to each module in the assembly, determines the
probability for it to be selected as a growth location in the
subsequent step of the aggregation.
Growth probability inheritance: Allowing the user to transfer
the probability of already placed units to the new ones
connected to them, thus triggering differential growth feedback within the structure.

In order to demonstrate the full workflow for design and collaborative assembly, a simple rectangular interlocking brick unit has
been chosen (Figure 5). The interlocking parts are designed with
chamfered edges for error correction, as well as with asymmetric
interlocking pins to allow cantilevering in one direction. Besides
introducing such a module, applications of partial workflows to
other modules’ geometry will be presented,
Iterative Modeling of Fabrication Constraints

One of fundamental challenges in discrete design and manufacturing is the definition of correct sequences for the assembly of
the final aggregation. While several approaches to the problem
have been proposed (Halperin, Latombe, and Wilson 2000), they
all rely on a separation between the design of an object and the
definition of its assembly instructions. As the aim of proposed
approach is precisely to explorepossibilities for overcoming such
a division, it became necessary to develop a process where
aggregation stability and robotic assembly constraints are
computed and evaluated at every step of the aggregation algorithm, hence removing the need to alter the produced assembly
sequence after the full structure is generated.
In order to embed fabrication constraints related to the choice of
a robotic arm as fabrication equipment, the available aggregation
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define different types and geometric configurations for supports
of a specific unit (Figure 5), thus constraining its placement only
to locations where such supports are available. Such a strategy
allows for the exclusive testing of the stability of a single interlocking unit, without accounting for the structural performance
and load paths within the aggregation. At the time of writing, the
authors (Rossi and Tessmann 2017) are working to implement a
discrete stability evaluation method into the iterative aggregation
process.
Robotic Assembly of Discrete Units

The combination of the logics derived from concepts of digital
materials, where repetitive modules have a unique and discrete
position in the overall assembly, and iterative modeling of
constraints during aggregation growth, which not only allow for
theoutput of a geometric form but also its fabrication process,
facilitates the creation of a more direct link between design and
fabrication.

6

Adaptation of the basic assembly process to different unit geometries (Students:
R. Nong, H. T. Dao, Y. Lee, L. Stark, J. Höck).

algorithm has been expanded by adding a collision solver not
only capable of handling clashes between units, but also allowing
users to specify additional geometries, such as the clearance
needed by the piece during its approach to placement position,
or the geometry of the robotic end-effector used to carry the
elements (Figure 5). Collisions are calculated for every newly
placed unit, hence leading to the generation of a sequence of
components already sorted for feasible assembly. At the time of
writing, work is being directed towards embedding the reach of
the robotic arm as an additional constraint within these aggregation steps.

Given the discrete nature of modules and the sequential nature
of the aggregation process, it becomes possible to operate
a direct translation from aggregated geometry to assembly
procedures (Tibbits 2007). By extracting each module’s position,
as well as the configuration of its neighboring units, a custom
robotic routine, implemented in Grasshopper using the Scorpion
plug-in (Elashry and Glynn 2014), allows the extraction of a
correct approach path for the robotic placement of individual
units (Figure 6). Similarly, by pre-defining the approach direction
and the geometry of a robotic end-effector directly within unit
definition, it is possible to continuously check for collision and
reachability issues at every step in the aggregation process.
The user sets up the starting conditions, such as already placed
units, envelope limits, and growth probabilities. The assembly
procedure is developed as a series of subsequent steps (Figure
7), allowing for interaction between the designer and the robot
arm:
•

•
•

Unit generation: The aggregation algorithm generates a new
unit to be placed in the aggregation, satisfying all the defined
constraints (growth probability, supports, collisions).
Unit placement: The robot places the generated unit into the
existing physical aggregation.
User interaction: The user can alter the parameters of the
aggregation by placing pre-defined fiducial markers on
specific modules.
Aggregation scanning: In case the designer has made changes,
the robot scans the generated structure with an onboard
camera, searching for the location of fiducial markers.
Parameters update: The retrieved changes are communicated

Additionally, as the stability of the final aggregation might not
necessarily imply the stability of the structure at any step during
its assembly, it became necessary to develop a strategy to quickly
check whether a specific location in the assembly would allow for
components to maintain their position once placed. Hence, the
component definition has been improved with the introduction
of a representation for support conditions, which allows users to

•
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•

7

Collaborative assembly process steps.

back to the aggregation algorithm, which edits the growth
parameters of the selected units according to user input, and
restarts the loop by generating new units.

The process is iterated for every new unit to be placed in the
assembly. To increase speed, it is possible to generate and place
a larger number of units at each step, and allow user input only
after a certain number of elements is placed.

selected as a growth location for subsequent aggregation
steps.
• Specific rule execution: This permits the designer to execute
user-reserved rules, which are not directly available within
the automated aggregation process (e.g., growth direction
change, non-standard modules placement).
Once the designer’s input is detected, the respective aggregation
algorithm parameters are altered, which allows for the generation
of novel module locations and assembly toolpaths in accordance
with the user’s requirements.

Sensing and Communication Platform

Taking advantage of the discrete nature of assembly, where
each unit has a unique pre-determined place, the implementation of man-machine collaborative routines requires a much
simpler setup compared to a continuous material counterpart. An HD webcam mounted on the robotic arm is used to
monitor the assembly process, and acts as a communication
interface between designer and fabrication equipment (Figure
8). As an aggregation is defined as the sequence of applied
rules, designers are enabled to interfere with such processes.
By placing custom tracking markers on specific modules, it is
possible to modify the parameters of the aggregation algorithm; these changes can then be detected by the manipulator’s
onboard camera and communicated back to the algorithm,
which will then generate new modules based on newly received
parameters.
At the current stage of development, the following types of
designer-specified operations are available:
•

•

Specific module operations: These commands ask the robotic
arm to place a certain module type in a defined location, or
blocks any growth on the specified component.
Growth probability change: This allows for the alteration
(increase/decrease) of probabilities for a module to be

Geometry as Communication System

Current developments in progress within this research aim to
replace communication based on fiducial markers with a more
direct system based on additional geometric modules (Figure
9). The aim is to create a tighter interconnection between user
input and assembly rules. To achieve this, an aggregation system
composed of 2 modules—a wireframe truncated cube and a
solid octahedron—is proposed. The robotic arm is provided only
with cubes, which lack connection details, and hence require the
placement of octahedrons to grow the aggregation. Users are
provided with the connective octahedrons, and can thus specify
growth directions by placing these modules within already
placed cubes. Being solid modules, it is possible to apply a similar
process as described for fiducial markers, and allow the robotic
arm to register changes in the structure though the onboard
camera, which can detect color variations in the aggregation.
Further developments include looking at equipping the connective modules with basic electronics and using colored LEDs to
communicate more complex messages to the robot (e.g., probabilities, performance criteria).

RESULTS
Assembly Constraints Modeling

The incorporation of fabrication constraints within the framework
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Left, parallel gripper with integrated camera; right, reacTIVision
fiducial markers tracking within the
structure.

9

Exemplary process and fabricated
model of a geometry-based
communication system (Students:
F. Danneker, L. Bertoni, A. Baraibar
Jimenez, M. Hamel, T. Ilhan).

10 Effect of different constrains: left,
only component collisions; center,
component and assembly tool
collisions; right, all collisions and
support conditions.
11 Aggregated structures based on the
stability evaluation of modules with
different centers of mass (Students:
L. Petzoldt, F. Dauphin, E. Allgeyer,
A. Oboturov).

9

10

11
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information about custom stability conditions in the aggregation process, it becomes possible to drive aggregations that
may initially appear to be unstable structures, but that can take
advantage of the altered center of mass to become stabilized.
Collaborative Assembly of Discrete Structures

The proposed method allows for the integration of design
decisions from a human user and robotic assembly constraints
into one single fabrication process. By altering the probability of
growth within specific areas of a structure, and detecting such
changes through basic computer vision techniques, the process is
effectively able to adapt the initially generated structure to user
inputs during assembly (Figure 12). However, the results demonstrate the need for a combination of more complex user-defined
actions in order to increase control from the designer on the final
outcome, as well as more effective algorithmic search methods
that may allow for better explorations of the design space.
Architectural Applications

12 Growth control via fiducial markers: left, structure with user-placed markers (red
markers reduce probability, green ones increase it); right, resulting structure after
20 iterations.

described by Rossi and Tessmann (2017b) allows for the rapid
generation of structures satisfying the necessary conditions for
buildability with a 6-axis robotic arm, accounting for possible
tool collisions and the stability of the placed units. The application of the constraints, not simply on the final model but
during the whole aggregation process, ensures the creation of
a parallel between digital aggregation and physical assembly,
which increases the effectiveness of the algorithm in the search
for buildable structures. Figure 10 depicts aggregations with
different constraints applied.
By increasing the number of parameters to be checked for
buildability, the search space becomes highly narrowed and
structured, hence requiring the integration of more complex
search methods in order to create structures with a certain level
of order (e.g., more articulated algorithms, or the integration of
human intuition in the search process).
An exemplary project currently using constraints modeling on
discrete structures to drive the generation of novel design
solutions involves looking at a modular system composed of
elements which are repetitive in geometry, but produced with
different materials, thus altering their center of mass and consequently their capacity for stability (Figure 11). By embedding

At the current stage, the focus of the research is on the establishment of a complete workflow for discrete design and the
collaborative assembly of digital materials. In order to test such
a pipeline, identify drawbacks, and clarify the requirements, the
focus has been towards the assembly of models without direct
architectural applications. However, at the time ofof writing, the
proposed method is being applied as a teaching and research
tool in design studios, with the aim of testing the architectural
relevance of the approach. Different explorations point towards
the possibility of expanding the possible range of applications.
They also use the proposed human-machine communication
platform to create architectural spaces where users are allowed
to interact with the generated environment, as well as with the
fabrication machines, leading to a co-designed adaptive space
(Figures 13–15).

CONCLUSION
The proposed method offers an integrated set of tools for
working with digital materials, with the aim of allowing the
integration of design and fabrication into a single process, where
human design decisions can be introduced at any stage. This
is achieved by integrating fast methods to generate discrete
structures and assembly instructions under specific fabrication
constraints. Moreover, it aims to simplify the possibility of interaction between designer and assembly machines by relying on
the discrete nature of a proposed production process, and hence
allows for the integration of direct user feedback and actions into
the process without relying on complex sensory equipment and
software routines. Overall, the goal is to scale up digital materials
research to the scale of architecture, as well as its more direct
integration within architectural design methodologies.
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communication systems and the introduction of augmented
reality as a platform for the communication of aggregation
growth parameters directly to the designer, hence removing the
need for fiducial markers and for conventional screen interfaces.
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